The Name of the Game is Intent
As part of your Programmatic Display program, leverage Amazon data to target highintent buyers outside Amazon.com (psst: you don’t have to sell or advertise on Amazon.com)
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Introduction
–

The most successful brands and retailers understand that audience data is at the core of any successful
marketing strategy, including Programmatic Display strategies. The more you know about your target
audiences and their purchase journeys, the better you can target your messaging, expand your reach,
and optimize acquisition efforts.
Most retail marketers have mastered the use of
traditional demographic data such as age, gender,
and income for their acquisition campaigns, but
unfortunately, the majority of such third-party data
targeting campaigns deliver a limited ROI. In fact, the
whole Data Management Platform (DMP) industry has
been on a steep decline, because DMPs have relied
on third-party data (the key reason why DMPs have
repeatedly failed to deliver the promised returns in

Today, the DMP’s focus on third-party
data no longer resonates in a world
where privacy is top of mind, the
cookie is being deprecated, and walled
gardens grow taller. AdExchanger1

Programmatic Display efforts).
Especially in programmatic display advertising, and
when working within demand-side platforms (DSPs),
you can achieve far greater results when you target
prospects or customers based on what they need
right now. Focusing on data that provides insight into
what target audiences need in real-time is still thirdparty data, but there is a specific type of third-party
data that can actually deliver high a ROI in
programmatic display advertising – Intent data.

Marketers, understandably, have been
jaded against using third-party data in
their Programmatic Display efforts.
However, not all third-party data is
‘bad’. Intent data is one exception to
the rule because of its unique
characteristics and proven ROI.

Intent data provides insight into what shoppers are actively searching for, at any given moment, and
allows marketers to programmatically serve highly relevant display advertising where it matters most.
Many marketers use Google’s Custom Intent audiences to target based on intent, but few know that they
can also leverage high-intent data from Amazon.com and Amazon’s demand-side platform to
complement their programmatic display programs.
In this paper, we review the growing popularity of Amazon’s programmatic display demand-side platform
(Amazon DSP), which was recently called a “marketing marvel” by Ad Age. Focusing on high-intent
audience data, we outline why it should be a critical component of any marketing campaign and explore
the growing role of Amazon.com in the search and advertising landscape. We will outline how retailers
and brands can leverage Amazon’s high-intent data through the Amazon DSP to serve Programmatic
Display Ad Units outside of the Amazon ecosystem and take the click to their brand/ecommerce site,
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even if they do not sell on Amazon.com - thereby avoiding the Amazon revenue share fee and keeping
the customer relationship.

Boosting Return on Advertising Spend with Amazon DSP
Testing Amazon DSP with a large US-based retail brand (prior to COVID-19), a leading digital
agency saw a 3x Return on Advertising Spend (RoAS) from prospecting efforts and 23x RoAS
from retargeting efforts.
CTR

RoAS

AOV

Prospecting

0.17%

3.38

$469.04

Retargeting

0.41%

23.47

$357.05

Total

0.23%

9.19

$380.81
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The Power of Intent Data
–

In an increasingly competitive landscape where ecommerce is taking a greater market share of overall
retail, and consumers are spending more and more time online, retailers and brands are feeling greater
pressure to optimize marketing spend where it counts. Since digital has such a dominant role in our
everyday life and today’s shopping journey, it is essential that retailers and brands cut through the noise
and ensure that their advertising dollars are spent right - reaching the right people, at the right time, with
as much relevancy as possible.
The majority of marketers have mastered
the art of targeting based on traditional
demographics, customer history, and even
behavioral data. But beyond data points
such as age, gender, income, and browsing
patterns, retailers and brands have access to
a wide range of rich data that they can
leverage to better target and convert
shoppers. It is possible to achieve even
better
results,
especially
better
programmatic display results inside of
demand-side platforms, when targeting, or
excluding, shoppers based on what they
need at any given moment or based on what
they have recently purchased.
Retailers and brands can assess consumer
needs and purchase intent by utilizing data
related to what they are searching for on Google.com, Facebook.com - and now also on Amazon.com.
This high-intent data allows you to target and market to shoppers based on what they are actively
searching for, in real-time.
In general, the keywords that people use to search online paint a picture of their intent. Essentially, they are
telling us what they are in the market to purchase by what they are searching for. Targeting people by their
intent allows you to more granularly target people who are in the market for a specific product, further
along in the shopping journey, and therefore more likely to click on a relevant digital ad and convert.
By anticipating customer needs and purchase intent – understanding where, when, and what they search
for, as well as recent purchases – retailers and brands can deliver highly relevant and personalized digital
advertising campaigns that encourage click-throughs, result in increased sales conversions, and ultimately
achieve a higher return on investment from programmatic advertising.
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Many marketers use Google’s Custom Intent audiences to target based on intent, but few know that they
can also leverage high-intent audience data from Amazon - perhaps the strongest and most powerful
signal of intent is when a person searches and views specific products on Amazon.com.

Search and the Power of Amazon
–

In the beginning of 2020, Amazon.com had
over 2 billion combined desktop and mobile
visits.2 It is the 10th most visited web destination
in the world today.3 The sheer volume of traffic
is impressive, but perhaps more important,
especially as it relates to ecommerce, is the
large percentage of web activity around
product categories and search activity for all
types of products.
More than half of all consumer product
searches today start on Amazon.com, making it
the largest search engine for product research.4
Although Amazon.com has become a
destination to discover, research, and purchase
products, 90% of visitors leave the site without
buying – at least not in that moment.5 That

More than just a shopping destination,

Amazon.com has fast become a competitive
means that the shopper actively searched for a
search alternative to Google.
product or product category on Amazon.com
but abandoned the marketplace without
making a purchase. That does not mean that the same shopper was not ready to buy though; often
consumers will visit Amazon.com as part of the shopping journey, and either return later to complete the
purchase or purchase from a different source.
There are many reasons why shoppers
leverage
Amazon.com
for
their
shopping research. The massive volume
of product categories, product types,
brands, and sellers alone make it a
favorite product search destination.
Couple that with advanced navigation
filters, robust comparison feature, the
most
customer
reviews
found
anywhere, and Amazon becomes the perfect destination to easily find and compare products, read
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customer reviews, and check product prices. In fact, 9 in 10 consumers check prices on Amazon before
making a purchase. And 90% of consumers check and compare prices on Amazon for products they
found on other websites before making a purchase.
Needless to say, Amazon is a powerful source of exclusive insights about shopper preferences and high
purchase intent data. Despite the immense value to retailers and brands, few marketers know, especially
those that manage programmatic display programs, that they can easily leverage this data, even if they
do not sell or advertise on Amazon. And even fewer know that they can use the data to retarget outside
Amazon.com and drive traffic to their own sites. Marketers that understand the enormous benefits of
leveraging Amazon’s high-intent purchase data through programmatic display programs are already one
step ahead.

How You Too Can Benefit from Amazon’s
High-Intent Data
–
Not only gaining increased
popularity as a search
engine, Amazon is also
capturing new market share
in the digital advertising
space because of its unique
access to high-intent data
and the ability to target
consumers at all stages of
the shopping journey. High
traffic destinations, such as
Google and Facebook, offer
a wide range of customer
data to advertisers, making
them the go-to digital
advertising platforms for
many retailers and brands.
Amazon, however, is quickly
catching up by providing
potential advantages over
both Google and Facebook.
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Unlike these other platforms, Amazon combines audience scale and engagement with actual conversion
and transactional data. As the operator of the largest database of online shoppers, representing all stages
of the customer journey across hundreds of retail categories, as well as a range of digital destination,
Amazon is able to offer a complete digital advertising platform.
The Amazon Advertising platform offers a suite
of solutions designed to help businesses reach
shoppers at every stage of the purchase journey
including sponsored brands, sponsored products,
product listing ads (PLA), and Amazon DSP.
Many brands and retailers leverage sponsored
display ads on Amazon.com or other features of
Amazon Advertising; however, few have yet to
use Amazon DSP – the demand-side platform
that allows marketers to leverage high-intent data from Amazon.com. The unique value that Amazon
offers retailers and brands, even those that do not sell on Amazon, is that they can leverage high-intent
data for comprehensive audience targeting and optimize programmatic digital advertising results through
Amazon DSP.

So, What Is Amazon DSP?
–
Amazon DSP enables advertisers to programmatically buy display and video ads on Amazon sites, mobile
apps, devices, and across the web via third-party exchanges. Although a part of Amazon’s advertising
suite, Amazon DSP is a complete standalone platform that is available to both advertisers who sell
products on Amazon and those who do not.
While the platform is not as
mature and refined as the larger
DSPs (Display & Video 360,
Mediamath, The Trade Desk),
Amazon DSP has a broad reach,
with
display
and
video
inventory
across
Amazonowned apps, sites, devices, as
well as a large network of
exchanges and publishers.
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Amazon DSP is a newer platform with lower
costs and unique inventory on properties such
as IMDb. But what really stands out is the
access that advertisers get to unique high-

The difference between Amazon DSP
and Amazon Search Ads
Amazon search ads appear only

intent audience data. Amazon DSP can help
retailers identify not just who to target, but also
who to exclude based on Amazon.com search
and purchase data. It is the only programmatic
advertising platform that allows advertisers to
deliver targeted display ads both on and off

on Amazon.com, while Amazon DSP display
ads are served up to shoppers outside of the
Amazon site across websites, social media,
mobile apps, and online video channels.
Amazon display ads use a variety of
remarketing strategies to retarget these highintent shoppers outside of Amazon.

Amazon.

“10X more high-intent shoppers can be
reached with display advertising versus PPC
alone.” (Amazon)

Amazon DSP High-Intent Audience
Segments

Typically, when shoppers search on any
website, target audience segments can be
created based on their onsite behavior. In
High-intent purchase data that is generated in
addition to regular product search options,
real-time can be used to create custom
Amazon.com offers a set of search features
audience segments based on general actions
that allows shoppers to sort products by size,
or even as granular SKU levels.
brand, style, price, and more. Millions of users
leverage these product filters to find what they
are looking for. This translates into high-intent data, generated in real-time, that can be used to create
custom audience segments based on general behavioral actions or even granular data SKU levels.

Six Main Targeting Options with Amazon DSP
Behavioral Targeting: audiences who exhibit
specific behaviors such as browsing a specific
product category.

Re-marketing: re-engage shoppers that have
searched for, viewed and/or purchased your
products, competitor products, or similar
products.

Lifestyle Targeting: audiences who
demonstrate search and purchase behaviors
associated with a common lifestyle (e.g.,
vegetarian, runners).

Audience Lookalike Targeting: audiences with
similar shopping behaviors as other specific
audiences, such as current customers.

Contextual Targeting: audiences based on what
they are browsing in real-time to show ads that
are contextually relevant.

Advertiser Audiences Targeting: upload your
own audiences to the platform.
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Leveraging Amazon DSP, Tupperware gained access
to powerful data about past buyers of “luxury home
goods” and buyers of Tupperware products from
third-party sellers on Amazon. This high-intent data,
which is only available to advertisers that use Amazon
DSP, enabled Tupperware to implement a highly
targeted full-funnel activation strategy using both
Amazon DSP and Google DV360. The combined
approach was highly effective, resulting in a 45% ROI
increase versus a single-DSP configuration.

These audience segments can become
targeted audiences or be used to
expand audiences using lookalike
targeting. There is really no limit to the
number of high-intent custom audiences that can be created, resulting in valuable opportunities for
retailers and brands to target these audiences with programmatic ads, both on - and off - Amazon.com.

Boost Programmatic Display Results with
Amazon DSP
–
Amazon DSP provides the opportunity to reach shoppers anywhere, throughout the shopping journey,
programmatically, including shoppers who have shown recent purchase intent. This alone is powerful, but
Amazon DSP offers a number of benefits that are specifically valuable to retailers and brands, even those
that do not sell on Amazon.com:

●

Unparalleled Reach - reach millions of shoppers where they are, at every stage of the shopping

journey, with display ads on and off Amazon.

●

Unique Inventory – exclusive access to Amazon-owned sites and apps as well as external

publisher sites through exchanges.
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●

Powerful Targeting - segment and target high value shoppers based on purchase intent, recency,

and consideration with relevant dynamic ads.

●

Revenue and Relationship Ownership – advertise off Amazon to drive traffic directly to your site

and thereby avoid paying Amazon a revenue share fee. Plus, you get to keep the customer
relationship.
For all these reasons, it is not surprising why the Amazon DSP is gaining market share in the advertising
world and why Ad Age has named the Amazon DSP a “marketing marvel.”

Reach High-Intent Audiences Outside
Amazon.com, Convert on Your Site
–
One of our favorite things about the Amazon
DSP is the fact that you can leverage Amazon’s
data to target high-intent audiences off
Amazon.com and send them directly to your

By using Amazon DSP, you have access to
powerful intent data from Amazon.com. The
ads are served outside Amazon.com and the
click goes to your site. As a result, you don’t
have to pay Amazon the 20-30% revenue

brand site. This enables you to convert the
shopper on your site, which means that you
avoid paying Amazon’s revenue share fee and
you maintain the customer relationship including

share that you would have to pay if you
were to sell your products on Amazon.com.

all relevant customer information.
Here is how it works:
1.

Shopper visits Amazon.com to search for products - 90% of those shoppers will abandon
Amazon.com - they are still in the market for the products which may include your Brand’s
product categories or SKUs.

2.

These “Amazon abandoners” become “High-Intent Audiences” which are ingested into the
Amazon DSP Programmatic Display stack.

3.

Amazon DSP serves Programmatic Display ad units outside of Amazon.com. The display ads
direct traffic to your Brand’s website.

4.

The conversion and transaction happen on your Brand’s website.
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5.

You bypass the revenue share fee with Amazon and you keep the customer relationship.

Conclusion
–

While the launch of Amazon DSP has influenced how some marketers think about and implement
programmatic advertising, many retailers and brands have yet to tap into the potential of the platform.
In our experience, while most retail and brand marketers agree that intent data from Amazon would be
extremely beneficial to their programmatic advertising programs, many do not yet know enough about
Amazon DSP and its benefits or confuse the features with traditional Amazon Advertising. Many also
assume that they can only take advantage of Amazon data if they sell or advertise on Amazon.com.
This confusion is understandable; the platform is folded into the Amazon Advertising solution suite which
most marketers associate with options for advertising directly on Amazon.com. Many also assume that
they need to sell on Amazon.com to leverage this high-intent data. As a result, many retailers and brands
discount the platform immediately.
In our experience, once retailers understand how Amazon DSP works, they immediately understand the
value of the platform. Because of the massive amount of traffic that comes to Amazon and Amazonowned properties every day, the amount of audience data collected by Amazon is unmatched.
There is no doubt that Amazon DSP presents a unique opportunity to reach an engaged, high-intent
audience at scale. However, while we strongly suggest testing the platform, it should not immediately
replace existing programmatic efforts with other DSPs. We recommend testing it in parallel with other
programs to gauge the effectiveness and return on investment before making any major adjustments to
the overall approach.
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Navigating and understanding platforms like Amazon DSP can be overwhelming, even for the most
seasoned marketers. We typically advise our clients to partner with digital marketing and data experts to
help to determine the best testing strategy and integrated approach to ensure success.
Bottomline: Amazon.com is showing no signs of slowing down, and Amazon’s share of the digital
advertising space is projected to increase. The more popular Amazon.com gets, the more powerful and
valuable Amazon’s high-intent target audience segments get. The retailers and brands that start testing
today will be one step ahead in learning how to best leverage the platform for optimal results.
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This whitepaper is made possible by the support of:

DELVE helps brands improve marketing ROI and accelerate revenue growth by identifying and converting
their most profitable audience segments. DELVE’s hybrid service model combines data science to collect
and integrate first-party data, digital media optimization to improve ad performance, and technology
consulting to integrate MarTech and AdTech stacks. DELVE operates locations in North America and Europe
and is a certified Google and Amazon Partner.
To learn more, visit delvedeeper.com

FitForCommerce is a leading boutique consultancy that helps hundreds of online and multichannel brands
and retailers make informed digital, ecommerce and omnichannel retail investment decisions. Leveraging
years of experience, state-of-the-art tools, strategic diligence and tactical planning, FitForCommerce
helps brands and retailers define strategies for growth, improve the customer experience, plan and hire
the right organization, and find best-fit technology solutions.
To learn more, visit fitforcommerce.com
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